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Clowning around

n a t io n a l d r o p in
d r u g , a lc o h o l u s e
By Karen E. Spoeder
Doily Staff Wiitet

Alcohol and marijuana use by
Cal Poly students is apparently
going up, despite recent studies
indicating the number of col
lege-age drinkers nationwide has
declined.
“There appears to have been
an increase over the last year,”
said University Police Sergeant
Robert Schumacher.
Schumacher estimated the
number of citations issued for al
cohol-related incidents in Cal
Poly’s residence halls are up 300
p e rc e n t from la s t y ea r.
Marijuana citations, he said,
have increased by 200 percent.
However, Schumacher was
unsure whether the increased
number of citations is due to the
new Public Safety personnel, or
to an actual increase in drug con
sumption.
These estimates reflect the
1992 findings of The Core Drug
and Alcohol Survey, designed for
college students of two- and
four-year u n iv ersities and
funded by the U.S. Department
of Education. Cal Poly’s Peer
Health Educators publish the
report about every five years.

The survey found that 78 fjcocent of Pnly students drink, and
36 percent had “binged” - con
sumed five or more drinks at one
sitting — m the previous two
weeks. In addition, tlie study
found that 68 percent of under
age students drink.
See SUBSTANCES, page 3

Survey says:
Bar-hopping has
its drawbacks
By Karen E. Spaeder
Doily Staff Wiitei

Ask Cal Poly students if
they frequent bars, and the
answer will likely be yes. Ask
them why, and most will say
they enjoy the social atmos
phere.
But according to a recent
survey, students’ bar-hopping
habits are not without their
drawbacks.
Last week, 232 Cal Poly stu
dents were surveyed on-cam
pus.
See SURVEY, page 12

Committee being formed
to search for new dean
By Amy Rasbach
Doily Staff Wntei

Kennedy Library’s dean has
decided to leave the administra
tive side of the books to become a
Cal Poly librarian.
Dean of Library Services
David Walch announced Jan. 24
that he will leave his post as
soon as a new dean is found.

Speech freshman Trevor Boelter sounds off as Nagg, an old man confined to a trash can in Samuel Beckett's
"Endgame* at the Cal Poly Theatre. See story, page B2 / Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson

Pacìfìc Rim Group sending students to Thailand
By Natasha Colins
Doiy Stoff Wiitef

Some campus organizations
send representatives into town to
conduct outreach.
The Pacific Rim Group sends
its members to Thailand.
The group — founded last
spring — was established to in
crease both global awareness and
relations with other universities,
in an effort to open doors to
re se a rc h and exchange
programs, according to Jan
Erickson, a Pacific Rim Group
member.
There are currently 60 faculty
m em bers involved in the
program. And according to
ilarold Kerbo, director of the
group and chair of the social
science department, the group is
now looking for s tu d e n t
representatives.
The Pacific Rim Group was

founded for faculty and staff in
terested in attending programs
in the Pacific Rim, which ineludes Japan, Thailand and is
lands in the Pacific Ocean.

Silpakorn University is
Thailand's largest and most
prestigious university.
According to Kerbo, there has
been increased involvement from
the agriculture, engineering,
liberal studies and architecture
departments.
For the first time, the group is
offering an exchange program to
Thailand for summer 1995. Stu
dents will have the opportunity
to earn up to nine units of
general education credits while
studying at the Silpakorn

University outside of Bangkok,
the capital of Thailand.
Kerbo said students can take
Sociology 309 — World Systems
and Problems, Humanities 310
— Asia and Western Civiliza
tions, or Sociology 470 — Thai
Culture and Society.
“The Thai culture class will be
taught by a collection of profes
sors from the Silpakorn Univer
sity,” Kerbo said.
Students also will have the
opportunity to take language
courses, Erickson said.
S ilpakorn U niversity is
Thailand’s largest and most
prestigious university. The
counti*y’s royal family has placed
Silpakorn in charge of all histori
cal and archaeological sites in
Thailand.
“It means we’ll be able to see
areas other people would not,”
See THAILAND, page 2

A committee to select a new
dean is currently being created.
According to Director of Faculty
Affairs Mike Suess, the commit
tee should be formed by March 3.
“A desire that I’ve had for the
last two or three years is to
return to a profession that I love
and hold dearly,” Walch said.
“That is to be a librarian.”
Walch, who has been dean at
Kennedy Library for the past 15

years, said he wants to eventual
ly end his career as a librarian,
“while I still have a spring in my
step.”
The committee will be com
posed of one tenured academic
member from each of the six col
leges, four academic membeis
from the library, including at
least one department head, one
library staff member, one stu
dent selected by ASI President
Erica Brown and one non-voting
representative from the Affirm
ative Action office.
Committee members are
nominated and must be placed
on the ballot by petition.
Each department will elect a
committee representative, and
ASI will approve the selection of
the student member nominated
See DEAN, page 2
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18 school days rem aining in w in ter quarter.

TODAY'S WEATHER: Morning low clouds and fog
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: Mostly sunny
Today's high/low:65/48Tomorrow'$ high/low: 68/NA

Career Symposium

Career Services is sponsoring a Career Symposium
today From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Chtimash Audito
rium. The event is an open Fortim for all majors.
There also will be a Careers With Small Employers
Workshop in the Staff Dining Room from 3 to
4:30 p.m. Cal Poly Alumni will talk about job
.search strategies and the benefits and disadvantages
of working for small companies.

TODAY
Cal Poly Wheelmen Bkyde Fix • Bicycles will be fixed for $5, Univer
sity Union, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Mexico Studies Program Informational Meeting • Bldg. 10, Room 223,
11 a.m.
Physics Colloquium • Bldg. 52-E45,11 a m.
National Engineers Week dub Fair * BBQ, vehicle showcase and
calculator toss, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
African American Student Union Step Show • University Union Plaza,
11 a.m.- noon
California Water Issues • Secretary of State Bill Jones and others will
speak. Cal Poly Theater, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Col Poly Wheelmen Bicyde Auction • The Wheelmen will auction
recovered stolen bicycles retrieved by Public Safety, 11 a.m.- noon
Staff Council Multicultural Task Force • Bldg. 10-206, Noon - 1:30 p.m.
Women's Studies Winter Quarter Potiuck • For directions and informa
tion, call the Women's Studies Program ofFice at 756-1525 or stop
by the office in Bldg. 47-25H, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
PRAG Meeting • United Methodist Church, 1515 Fredericks St., 7
p.m.

DEAN: Walch hopes search will be completed by early June
From page 1

by Brown.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Bob Koob will preside
over the committee until a chair
is elected. Koob will receive all
applications for the position and
compile a list of qualified can
didates.
Although candidates will be
reviewed by the committee, and
should be found acceptable by
both the committee and Koob,
President Baker will make the

final appointment.
Walch said he has no idea who
will take his place.
The process to appoint a new
dean will hopefully be completed
by June 1, depending on how
everything progresses, according
to Seuss.
Duties for the library dean in
clude budget and personnel
responsibilities, working with
the university’s administration,
and trying to meet the demands
of students and faculty, Walch

said.
Walch said he has enjoyed the
opportunity to work with Cal
Poly’s library staff, faculty and
students. Fie called the current
library staff “tremendous.”
Out of all the other libraries
Walch has worked at, he said
none have compared with Cal
Poly.
“(At Cal Poly) there is a
quality student body, faculty and
library staff,” he said.

THAILAND: Students to study at country’s most prestigious university
lodging in a Western-style hotel
Kerbo said. “We’ll even be able to and special tours — food is not
included in the cost.
see the Grand Palace.”
Kerbo said not speaking the
According to Erickson, anyone
language
won’t be a problem be
can become involved in the
program. People from other cause part of the cost will be
universities and from the com used to hire graduate students
munity also are encouraged to from the Silpakorn University to
escort the students.
attend.
“Plus, you would be surprised
“All majors are welcome,” she
said. “The more (we have) the how easily you can get by in the
city,” he said.
better. It’ll add more diversity.”
Kerbo said he will help stu
Erickson said those that make
dents
arrange side trips during
the venture will act as the eyes
their
studies
in addition to plan
and ears for the rest of the cam
ning projects and trips to extend
pus.
“Those who go can return and their stay in Thailand or in one
tell others what they have of the surrounding Asian
learned and experienced,” she countries.
Kerbo also said he is working
said.
The program will run from on an agreement with the Hill
June 26 to Aug. 7. The $2,600 Tribe, a tribe of people who live
cost includes tuition, airfare. in the hills of Chang Mi, to build
From page 1

houses and agricultural projects
in the city.
“It is not for certain that this
project will work out,” Kerbo
said. “But it is an example of
what students can do after the
six-week program ends.”
Informational meetings will
be held next quarter for those in
terested in the program, said
Erickson.
“It’s really exciting,” she said.
“I wish I could attend.”
Kerbo said he will take a min
imum of 15 people on the trip,
but added that it would be ad
vantageous to have as many at
tend as possible.
“The more who go, the more
opportunities there will be,” said
Kerbo. “It should be a trip that
will not only form memories, but
be educational.”

Have you heard?
Find out here.
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Sivanton P a c ific R a n ch .
Spring is a beautiful time of the year in Santa Cruz County!
Spend it worldng on the ranch planting crops, managing
cattle and goats, or forestry work - and have time to enjoy
hiking in the hills and forest or at the beach.
Earn credit for tlic internship, AG-X450 Applied Resource
Management , Edinic Studiesl 10-Intro to Ethnic Studies, AGB 401-Ag
Libor Relations classes taught at the ranch. Senior Project, Special Problems.
The program is flexible and can be made to fit your needs!

Free Room and Board! Get to Know Diverse People!
Contact Brenda Smith for more information
at Swanton Pacific Ranch (408) 427 1718 or
on campus Wednesdays 3-4 PM in 11-226.

AT LEAST COME VISIT!
A trip to Swanton is planned for Saturday, April 29.
$5.00 includes ride, lunch, and Gift!
Sign up in College of Ag Dean's Office
Gonuict Ann I'atum (528-7729) or Kelly Fitch (544-2579)
fo_r more information.
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SUBSTANCES: Still abused frequently at Poly
From page 1

This trend toward substance
abuse contrasts with a Feb. 3 ar
ticle in The New York Times that
the number of student drinkers
has declined for the past two
decades.
The report stated that, accord
ing to a national study, the
average consumption of regular
drinkers has dropped to about 13
drinks per week, as opposed to
14.3 drinks in 1982. Light to
moderate drinkers were said to
consume 6 drinks per week,
down from 8.4.
However, an informal survey
of 232 Cal Poly students revealed
that 33 percent of those surveyed
consume between 3 to 4 drinks
per sitting at downtown bars.
Forty percent said they consume
5 to 10 drinks per sitting.
In fact, bar-going appears to
be popular among many Cal Poly
students — and drinking even
more popular.
The survey found drinking is
students’ favorite reason for
going to bars, next to socializing.
Of those surveyed, 98 percent
said they drink when they go to
bars, many of them by using fake
identification.
“The sad fact of the matter is
that kids don’t want to wait until
they’re 21,” said Paul 'I^e,
manager of the Frog and Peach
Pub.
But Tye did not see underage
drinking as an uncontrollable
problem. The pub is now taking
precautions to prevent it, he
said.
“People were letting people in
through the back door,” he said,
“and now we’ve hired a back-door
man.”
Although many students
favored bar-going and drinking,
others expressed discontent with
the downtown bar scene.
“The San Luis Obispo bar
scene can be fun for a new
comer,” said chemistry senior
Elayda Hinanay. “But as a stu
dent living here, it can get old.”
Although the survey did not
m easure m ariju an a habits
among Cal Poly students, the
U.S. Department of Education
survey found that 32 percent of
college students had used
marijuana in the past year, and
16 percent were currently using
marijuana.
Schumacher said about 75
percent of marijuana and alcohol
use is in and around the
residence halls. But Public
Safety also has jurisdiction for
one mile off-campus, where he
said they occasionally catch stu
dents with alcohol or marijuana.
When Public Safety officers
catch students with drugs in the
residence halls, they issue a traf
fic citation, which mandates that
th e y a p p e a r in c o u r t,

Schumacher said. They can then
be fined about $100 to $150 for
using marijuana and $200 to
$250 for possessing alcohol as
minors.
While the number of citations
has increased, Schumacher
added, “Usually in the fall, fresh
men are not too swift in hiding
alcohol. We aggressively patrol
for that type of thing.”
Housing and Residential Life
coordinators are also often in
volved in disciplining students
when they are caught with
drugs.
In fact, they do not always
contact Public Safety if the stu
dent cooperates, said Assistant
Director of Housing and Residen
tial Life Carole Schaffer.
“If students are being con
fronted, they usually cooperate,”
she said.
Housing requires that these
students go through an educa
tional system, she said, in which
they meet with a coordinator of
student development.
Coordinators determine on an
individual basis what the stu
dent must do to atone for the in
fraction. For example, some stu
dents perform community service
or research alcohol use, while
others must change residence
halls or have their housing
license revoked.
At times. Housing coor
dinators refer students to the
Peer Health Educators to discuss
drug issues. Some students con
tact the educators of their own
accord as well.
H ealth E ducator Rojean
Dominguez said she has noticed
an increase in the number of stu
dents she sees from residence
halls.
In particular, she noted an in
creased use of marijuana on cam
pus.
But students are not always
aware of the risks.
One problem, Dominguez
said, stems from problems like
sm uggled m a riju an a from
Mexico.
This m arijuana is often
saturated with diesel fuel so dogs
cannot detect the drug, she said.
And whoever smokes the joint is
not aware of this until it is
smoked.
Despite the report in The New
York Times, Dominguez said,
“Usually people under-report
both the frequency and the
volume they drink.”
But she said she agi'eed that
many people do not turn to
drinking.
“There is a portion of people
using healthy alternatives to al
cohol,” she said.

HELP SET THE STAGE FOR ÒGR NEXTADVENTURE
THEME PARK ENGINEERINii ASSOCIATE
POST-GRADUATION INTERNSHIPS
MCA Recreation .Services Planning and Development is the genius behind the magic—and the real
ity of UTniversal Studios Hollywood and Universal Studios Florida, as well as other tlKiiie parks and
resorts worldwide. Our incredible team of visionaries has created and continues to create some of
the world’s greatest theme parks, resorts, and entertainment areas. To join them takes more than an
eye for entertainment— it takes imagination, drive, business sense, and dedication.
MCA Recreation Services Planning and Development is res|)onsiblc for everything fiom the con
ception, design, and architecture of our new businesses to their engineering, show development and
con.struction. This is your opportunity to help make today’s vision tomorrows reality. When you
join MCA Recreation Services Planning and Development, you’re not only building our future...
you’re building yours.

EMPLOYMENlj INFORMATION SFS.SION
STAFF DINING ROOM A—BLDG. 19
Monday, February 27, 1995, 7:0()I*M-9:()I)1*.M
Join us for a presentation on careers in theme park engineering and siiccific op|)oriunilies at
Universal Studios new theme park developments, including a major, multi-billion dollar resort in
Orlando, F'lorida.
We arc seeking graduate engineers who arc self-starters that can work with minimal su|)ervision.
Successful candidates will work closely with our core engineering group in the development of
internal feasibility studies, review of outside vendor designs, budget development, and interface
with the creative and area development groups. Positions are located in Universal City, California
and involve travel throughout the US. Salary range of S29,()()()-S38,(K)0 per year.

Q U A L IF IC A T T O N .S :

■ A four-year engineering degree in either Mechanical or Mctallurgy/Materials
(graduate degree in either field is also acceptable).
■ A strung interest in machine design, structural analysis, controls, etc.
■ Kxcelicnt verbal and written coininunication skills.
■ Computer literacy, including word proce.ssing and CAI).
■ SummerAvork experience in the engineering fields is a plus.
Succc.ssful candidates will be considered for employment on a six-month, post-giadualioii, apprenticeship
basis. At the conclusion of the apprenticeship program, associates will be evaluated and considered for
projcct-onented care^'r positions against current projects. There is no guarantee of continued employmcnl.
All employment is on an "at-will” basis.
Candidates interested in this apprenticeship MU.ST A ITENI) THE INEOKMATION .SESSION
on Monday, February 27, 1995. Advance sign-up for the interviews is required—contact the Career
Services Center. Interviews will be conducted at Cal Poly SLO on Tuesday, Februaiy 28, 199.5
Anyone interested in attending the Inlorniation Session is welcome MCA Recreation Services,
Profe.ssional Staffing, 100 Universal City I'la/ai, SC-79-5, Universal City, CA 91608.

MCA Kccrcation Servicc.s is

proud lo be .in equal opporluiiiiy cniployiT

Woodstock's cure
for ochlophobia:

Flyin* FREE delivery
« Not even obscure
^ 11 social disorders can
stand between you and
SL0*s Best Pizza!

•
J o u rn a lism sen io r D ale
M yers contributed to th is report.

^gbroarv Monthly Specjj,

Medium 12'*
3 toppine Pizza
*n* 1 liter Pepsi ^

I

M ? nda’
2 AAedium 1 2 “
1 -topping pizzas

LARGE 16"
2-topping p iz z a

p s i;
I z z w

(offer good Mondays only)

$ 3 “ O ff

LARGE 16»

3-topping Pizza

p m i;
T•
I ^ ^

$ 1 0 ’?

(oHer gouxl Tuesday only)

$ 2 * > 0 ff
\.

LARGE 16»* or
Medium 12” Pizza
one or nx>re topplncs

lOOOHiguera 541-4420

lOOOHiguera 541-4420

Not good with other oflers;
one coupon per pizza; exp 3/31/94

Not good with other oilers,
one coupon per pizza, exp. 3/31/94
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Coyote
Byways
Boh Gish
Direclor ethnic studies

Make way for the ‘Honor Way’
“So, Coyote Boy, you come to me and Coyote Coun
cil once again with questions and requests. What is it
this time?”
“I am concerned. Grandfather Coyote, about the is
sues of excellence and honor, of quality and equality;
the nature and definition of norms and curves; mat
ters of mediocrity, matters of degree becoming matters
of kind. For whom does the bell curve? Where in this
wide world lies the Honor Way? I have a proposal and
would like it discussed in order to benefit from your
collective...”
“Hold it! I object,” interrupted Long Nose, the
senior of the Coyote elders. “This is not the place to
discuss O.J. in L.A. You are not Judge Ito, Sir, and in
fiduciary terms this is not Orange County. Coyote Boy
seeks only to stage a circus and make us appear the
clowns of his will to change.”
“Do not mind Long Nose, Coyote Boy, his is the way
of the long whiff to suspect motives, doubtful asper
sions and jumping conclusions. Please continue and at
least let us hear your seemingly meritorious, albeit
metaphysical, proposal.”
“Well, Grandfather, in a word, I seek the Honor
Way. The way of distinction, of excelling to my fullest
potential, and thus I would like to request that you
and Coyote Council sanction my request to help chart
the Honor W'ay for me and others like me, who, as
serious achievers, seek to speak out against the mean,
who seek to question and defy the nonn.”
“Ah, but what is honor, and where does it reside?”
sniffled Runny Nose. “Aie there not many wriggling
and wary, near and far paths to both Honor’s door.
Heaven’s gate, and Hell’s gaping maw? And, after all,
IS not our motto abandon all hope ye who enter here?”
“Besides, it is too costly to take the Honor Way,”
whined Tight Nose. “And even if it could be found and
identified it would amount to taking money from Peter
to give to Paul.”
“If all coyotes are equal then why should some seek
the Honor Way and others not?” gi’umbled Hard Nose.
“And consider this — do we not remember Coyote
Boy’s assurances about that poster of Coyote Girl?
And his siding in with the rights of swallows to nest
where they please? Cousins, Coyote Boy is so young.
(Consider the source.”
“The Honor Way is another of Coyote Boy’s liberal,
civil and communal, idealistic ploys to accentuate the
negative and eliminate the affinnative,” snorted
Crooked Nose.
“Enough of such debate,” exclaimed Grandfather
Coyote. ‘'\’ou have heard our advice and counsel.
Coyote Boy. Now go.”
“But Grandfather, why stop debate?” pleaded Clean
Nose. "1 hear a request worthy of further deliberation
and further hearing. I say let the council continue.”
“We stand adjourned," declared Grandfather
Coyote.
“But what does this mean for Honor’s sake.
Grandfather?” asked Coyote Boy in a puzzled voice.
“It means. Coyote Boy,” spoke Grandfather Coyote
through an inscrutable smile, “that to find the Honor
Way you should follow your nose. It means that Clean
Nose is a lonely fellow, and that the advice of Long
Nose, Runny Nose, Tight Nose, Hard Nose, and
Crooked Nose is worth the obvious amount of five
scents!”
Bob G is h ’s colum n appears every other Thursday.
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A story of Cal Poly quirks
By Dawn Pillsbtiry
Gather ‘round, all ye children. It’s time for Auntie
Dawn for tell you how this wonderful place we call, simp
ly, The California Polytechnic University at San Luis
Obispo, all rights reserved, all wrongs righted, patent
pending, works.
Cal Poly was founded in some specific year that I’m
pretty sure is composed of numbers. A bunch of hardy
pioneers made it all the way from San Jose, looked
around and said, “This would be a wonderful place for a
technical college, where people of all shapes, sizes, colora
tions, and planets of origins can come together to scream
“Go Niners” while other people try to study.“
And thus was Cal Poly started with the principles we
still adhere to today.
Of course it was not easy. No, first our founding paren
tal units had to find people to design the buildings so stu
dents could get so thoroughly lost that they actually con
sider buying and eating something from one of the vend
ing machines. Or, if they are not that lost, one of their fel
low students.
So after scrounging around the School for M.C. Escher
Rejects Cal Poly found an architect worthwhile enough to
build the Faculty Offices Building. By “worthwhile” I
mean “having no architectural skills whatsoever, in effect
being so bad, architecturally speaking, that a better
building would be formed by simply dumping a pile of
concrete onto a site and allowing it to harden.”
I myself was forced to enter this building twice last

Ws, nothing beats tbe feeling o f
looking at the priority schedule and
seeing that you registerju st after
convicted baby harp seal killers.
quarter. By the time I found the way out (not that I found
my teacher’s office, I just considered myself lucky to get
out) to get a nice refreshing glass of milk, my picture was
on the carton, [rim shot]
^iy boyfriend observed that the best April Fool’s Day
joke would be to dress someone up like a minotaur and
have him roam around the Faculty Offices Building. Un
fortunately, this would probably not have the desired ef
fect. I somehow doubt that some student would say, “Ha,
ha. I’ll dress up like that Greek hero and get a ball of
yarn and engage the minotaur in combat!”

Actually, if a bunch of agriculture majors didn’t mis
take him for one of the herd (which could lead to tragic
consequences) the wandering students in the labyrinth (1
mean, the FOB) would probably beg him to gore them to
spare them from wandering for the rest of their lives.
Another beloved tradition we at Cal Poly have is
registration. This is a festive time when students engage
in the lighthearted practice of darting around like people
waiting in line in the former Soviet Union, thinking,
“Maybe if I kill everyone in my math class, I could get
into History 315.”
Yes, nothing beats the feeling of looking at the priority
schedule and seeing that you register just after convicted
baby harp seal killers. Your priority will be the same
every quarter.
The only way I see to get around this is to kidnap the
wife of the person in charge of registration, but that
might not be possible, insomuch as the person in charge
of registration is female.
Just kidding. As far as I can tell, nobody is in charge of
registration. The CAPTURE system is the clearest indica
tion I have seen that computers have achieved sentience.
Don’t think the computer can’t tell that you’re only
going to register for one class and crash the others. It can,
and that hurts its feelings, which is why it tells you that
every class, including th a t 700 level Macromicroanthrophysimanagement class that has 20 prere
quisites that only you have taken, is currently full. It’s
because the computer hates you.
Hell, I would hate everyone too if the only thing I
could do was ask people to type in “action codes” and
their social security number (alias your “student iden
tification number” because that would just be too simple,
wouldn’t it. Besides, I told you, the computer hates you).
Anyway, this tradition has nothing to do with actually
getting classes, which you get by going to the actual class
three weeks after the start of the actual quarter and as
king for the syllabus on the day when everybody who is in
the class knows that two term papers are due, the mid
term is scheduled, two books worth of reading are due,
and the teacher has said there might be a quiz. Not that
those people annoy me or anything.
Anyway, it is easy to see through this brief discussion
that we Cal Poly students share a rich tapestry of
scholastic tradition.
We should all revel in this, realizing that, whatever
our backgrounds, ethnicities, genders or previous schools,
that someone else will probably get the last seat in Biol
ogy 101.
D awn P illshury is a jo u rn a lism ju n io r w ho is going to
get into H istory 315 next quarter no m a tte r who she has to
kill.

Daily should recognize student awards
I recently returned from Reno, where a group of stu
dents from the construction management and architec
ture departments took top honors in an intercollegiate
competition. At this competition. Cal Poly took over 25
percent of the awards, beating out schools like USC,
Stanford, Berkeley, Arizona State University, Chico and
13 other top universities.
I took our story to a Mustang Daily reporter and was
told that the paper has a policy of not printing stories
about awards, competitions, or recognitions that are won
by departments and student groups on campus. In my
opinion, this policy implies that you are not interested in
academic achievements, and that you have decided on be-

half of the student body that such events are nnt
newsworthy.
I am really tired of the limited scope that the Mustang
Daily reports on. I am tired of parking sticker stories, ASI
stories, and faculty dispute stoi'ies. There is moie to thia
campus than the administrative affairs. I’d like to know
how Cal Poly students are doing in academic compeUtions against other universities. I don’t think it’s fair foi
you to maintain such a policy when you regularly dedi
cate an entire page to sports stories and game scores.
Tamara MulHs®*'
Construction management junior

SHOOT FOR THE MOON
The Following Employers will be available between 10AM to 3 PM to present Career Options.
3 COM
9 WEST GROUP
A d va nced m ic r o devices
AEROTEK
A m erican m a n a g e m e n t systems
ANDERSEN CONSULTING
apple computer , INC.
BAY NETWORK
BOEING COMPANY
CA INTEGRATED WASTE MGMT. BD.
CAL EMBLEM ÜBELS, INC.
CALIF. AIR RESOURCES BOARD
CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL
CALIF. STATE PARKS
CITY OF LOMPOC
CHILDREN'S CREATIVE LEARNING
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
DIABLO LANDSCAPE & MAINTENANCE
DINSMORE LANDSCAPE COMPANY
DOCUMENT SCIENCES CORP. ,
Enterprise rent-a -car
ENVIRONMENTAL CARE, INC.
Fair ISAAC
FBI
FLUOR DANIEL COMPANY
FOUR SEASONS LANDSCAPE MAINT.
GENENTECH
GRASS VALLEY GROUP
GREAT-WEST EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
GTE GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS
HEWIEH PACKARD
HMT TECHNOLOGY
HUGHES NETWORK SYSTEMS
' IBM CORP.
J.M. SMUCKER COMPANY
KELLY SERVICES
LAM RESEARCH CORP.
UWRENCE LIVERMORE
LOCKHEED ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPT.
MARK DAUBERMAN CPA
MERCK
MICROSOFT
MUTUAL OF OMAHA
NEW UNITED MOTORS
NORTHERN TELECOM
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE LA. .
NUSIL TECHNOLOGY
OaEL COMMUNICATIONS
ODENBERG ENGINEERING
PEACE CORPS
PHOENIX HOME LIFE
PRO-LOG CORPORATION
R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS FIN.
RALPH M. PARSONS
ROEL CONSTRUCTION
ROGERS FOODS
SAN LUIS OBISPO COAST DISTRICT
SCHLUMBERGER TECHNOLOGIES
SOLAR TURBINES
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
STATE COMP. INSURANCE FUND
STATE WATER RESOURCES CTR. BRD
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
SYCAMORE MINERAL SPRINGS
TANDEM COMPUTERS
TERADYNE INC.
TRW
U.S. ARMY
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
U.S. NAVY
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
VILLAGE NURSERIES
VISA
WALLACE COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
WILTRON COMPANY
XEROX
ZACKY FARMS
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GILBERT NEVER TOLD THE GUYS HE DIALED HIS GIRL l-DOO-COLLECT
FOR FEAR THEY’D ACCUSE HIM OF BEING THE SENSITI VE TYPE.
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SaveThe PeopleYouCall UpTo44%.
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ith her face tinted a light green, a paint-stilfened blue-grey drapery he¿lvily hanging over one arm, she
lifts her sculptured torch to the night sky with dignity, balancing her huge crown headdress among the
surging throngs of people surrounding her.

W

We might expect her to cry out for the “tired and poor,” but instead she succumbs to tradition b\’ calling out
to the passing caravan, "Throw me something, mister! ”
No, you have not just entered the world of a really bad li-rnovie, "The Statue ol Libcrt\' Meets the 90s,” but
have inste¿ld witnessed a glimpse ol the upcoming 17th Annual Mardi C'lras festival in San I.uis Obispo.
The "Statue of Liberty” is but costumed reveler. Cal Poly Lnglish graduate student, Sarah Scott, who, along
with about 1.5,000 other party-goers expected to attend this y e a r’s A\ardi Cit as Parade, will call out in New
Orleans style for beiids and doubloons - commemorative coins minted especially lor the parade - that are
th rown from the parade lloats by outriigeously-costumed groups.
See Mardi Gras / Piige IW
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English sophomore Jennifer Cozza, left with speech freshman Trevor Boelter in Samuel Beckett’s “ Endgame" / Daily
photo by Scott Robinson

Four Cal Poly students play pawns
in the game of life in 'Endgame'
By Dawn Pillsbury
D a ily S ta ff W r ite r

Some people complain they
feel like pawns in the game of
hie. Four Cal Poly students ac
tually are.
They are acting in a play
based on the game of chess, and
they are, indeed, pawns.
“Endgame” was written by
Samuel Beckett, who is perhaps
most famous for his existential
comedy, “Waiting for Godot.”
Mike Malkin, a theater and
dance professor, is directing the
play.
With a row of Indonesian pup
pets gazing over his shoulder as
he struggled with his computer,
Malkin said, “I think Beckett is
one of the most interesting
playwrights of the twentieth cen
tury. And certainly one of the
most influential.
“He’s funny, and, I hesitate to
say he’s profound since it sounds
pompous,” Malkin said. “He has
a lot of fun with ideas that some
people take very seriously.
“It’s not that he makes fun of
them, but he’s a philosopher of
the theater who knows how to
have a good time with his subject
matter.”
Malkin said he and set desig
ner David Thayer put a lot of
work into the set and were in
fluenced by the Cirque du Soleil,
a unique circus sans animals
featuring human acrobats and
dancers.
“It’s more than a psychedelic
beachball,” Malkin said. “It’s a
contemporary circus tent."
He said that since the actors
are dressed like clowns, a circus
tent was an appropriate back
ground for the performance.
The cast is restricted by their
costumes, as two of them spend
the entire performance in gar
bage cans while one sits in a
wheelchair.
The term “endgame” refers to
the end of the game when only
four pawns are left. The actors

KONA'S
SELF
SERVE
FROZEN
YOGURT
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all had different ideas of the
chess pieces they represent.
Agriculture business junior
Roberto Quintana plays Hamm,
the main character.
“He would pretend to play the

"/f's more than a psy
chedelic beachball, /f's
a contemporary circus
tent •*
M ike M alkin
theater and dance professor

king,” he said about his charac
ter. “But 1 think the four of us
are playing on the same side
against the game, against the
casualties of life.”
“I’d like to think that I’m the
old king,” said speech com
munication freshman Trevor
Boelter who plays Nagg, Hamm’s
father. “But I don’t think so.
Some nights I feel like the pawn;
some nights I feel like the
bishop; some nights I feel like
one of the pieces that didn’t
make it to the final line up, the
king’s alchemist or something.”
English sophomore Jennifer
Cozza, who plays Nell, Hamm’s
mother, thinks rather less of
their roles.
“We’re all pawns on a
chessboard,” she said. “If there
was a king it would be Hamm."
Biology freshman Santos
Sarabia plays Clov, Hamm’s ser
vant, and is the only actor who
can move around the stage.
“I don’t know (what piece I
am),” he said. “He’s a very timid
fellow, intelligent, very active.
There’s no time when you see
him unexcited.”
Malkin did not have a defini
tive answer for the piece ques
tion.
“The four major characters of
th e
play
are
chess
pieces/clowns/soldiers who con
tinue to deploy their skits and

shticks even though their wars
are illusory, their gambits
transparent, and their circus no
longer in business,” he said.
One theme of the play is
apocalypse. In a sense, the
characters are the last people in
the world.
“There will be no huge ex
plosion at the end,” Cozza said.
“The game goes on until it runs
out, until you can’t play it
anymore.
“It’s apocalyptic in a way. We
try all those different ways to
continue the game, but we can’t.
There’s a dead end in every
corner those characters turn to.
They run out of things to do to
continue.”
The actors and director agree
that rehearsals are going well,
despite the difficulty of the play.
“I’m an old man in a garbage
can,” Boelter said. “I like to move
around and I can’t. I have to rely
on arms and facial expressions.
“It’s a lot of fun. It consists of
Mountain Dew and a lot of
sweat,” he said.
He said that despite the fact
his character can’t move, it is the
most strenuous play he’s ever
done. Hamm put his parents,
Boelter and Cozza, in garbage
cans because they are legless,
which she said reflects society’s
treatment of the aged.
Boelter added that there has
been several casualties in
rehearsals due to the slapstick
humor.
“The costumes are full of
pins,” Boelter said. “I’m a walk
ing lethal weapon. Santos has to
keep tripping over this piece of
wood and he’s hurt himself. I got
hit over the head. Santos juggles
and I get nailed in the head by a
little hour glass.
“But no one’s broken their leg,
knock on wood,” Boelter said.
The p la y w ill be in the C al
Poly T heatre Feb. 23-25. Tick
ets a re $6.50 fo r the p u b lic
a n d $5.50 for stu den ts.
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Excellence is hard to achieve but mediocrity isn’t.
Don’t insult your intelligence by watching the movie “Billy
Madison” to find out.
However, if you like Adam Sandler from “Saturday Night Live”
and his buffoonery, then you’ll love him at his idiotic best.
The plot for “Billy Madison” is foolish and wasteful at best.
Sandler plays Billy Madison, a 27-year-old son of a rich hotel
mogul, who listlessly spends most of his days basking in the sun and
going on drinking binges. Because of Billy’s past and present waste
ful life-style his father — played by Darren McGavin — decides to
relinquish the family business to someone other than his moronic
son.
In an agreement with his father, Billy is given a last chance to
redeem himself and take over the company. Billy vows to repeat
grades one through 12 in six months, spending two weeks at a time
in each grade, to prove he can handle himself and his father’s multi
million dollar set of hotels.
“Billy Madison” is loaded with senseless and tasteless humor,
everything from nailing first graders with dodge balls to glue sniffing. At one point, Billy grabs his third grade teachers’ breasts on a
dare from a classmate.
Of course, the teacher (Brigette Wilson), Billy’s love interest, isn’t
bothered by the prank and eventually they fall in love.
And the stupidity continues.
Chris Farley, who plays the school bus driver, is given little to do
in this movie but stealing third graders’ lunches and making goofy
faces at the camera.
Sandler’s character is a blockhead whose sense of humor is hate
ful, spiteful, and insulting.
The whole premise of a snotty rich kid getting a second chance at
school is distasteful on its own.
If you liked the movie “Dumb and Dumber,” “Billy Madison” will
likely please your fancy.
Directed by Tamra Davis, Billy Madison opened as the top gross
ing movie two weeks ago. It draw nearly $7 million at the box office,
edging-out Sharon Stone’s new movie “The Quick and the Dead.”
“B illy
Cinema.

M adison” is p la y in g
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San Diego'S State of Mind m akes
one stop on Central Coast for tw o
short sets at Sw e et Springs Saloon
By Derek Aney

Daily Staff Writer

Their debut CD came from
San Diego in a multicolored plas
tic head, but the rock band State
of Mind isn’t as odd as the pack
aging; rather it is creative.
The follow up release is due
out soon, and the band left San
Diego on Monday for a nine-state
tour to support the new material.
“The new record is introspec
tive and personal experience
oriented,” said Lincoln Kroll, the
lead singer and keyboard player.
“My goal in life is to keep grow
ing and I think I succeeded in
doing that on this record.”
The Sweet Springs Saloon in
Los Osos will host the band’s
only local tour stop, where they
will play two 45 minute sets.
The band hits the stage at 11
p.m. after opening act Walk Your
Dogma kicks off the show. State
of Mind played San Luis Obispo
once before on their 1992 tour,
when they stopped by the now
closed TA’s Cantina.
Kroll says he particularly
likes playing live because records
don’t always capture the spirit of
the music.
“I think (playing live) is really
our forte — we are 100 percent
there when we play,” Kroll said.
“When you have integrity and
you’re not doing it for ulterior
motives like beer or girls, it
shows and everybody can recog
nize it,” he said.
While Kroll takes care of the

The Best Thai Food
in Town.

Present this Ad
when Ordering
'^ S W
and Receive 10%
Cuisine
off your Total Dinner Bill.
1011 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541-2025

at

Business Hours:
Sun - Thurs 11AM - 10PM
Fri - Sal IIAM- IIPM

San Diego's State of Mind / Photo
courtesy Cerebral Records

vocals and keyboards, drummer
Steve Schaeffer, guitarist Scott
McDowell, and bassist Joe Saler
no power the remainder of the
music.
“The music is very groove
oriented,” said Matt Gittelson, a
history junior who has heard the
band’s first compact disc. “I espe
cially liked the female backup
vocals.”
Gittelson said the band is
reminiscent of music he has
heard from Ffink Floyd and Roger
Waters. “With those kinds of in
fluences, I think the band is
heading in a positive musical
direction,” Gittelson said, a
graduate of Musicians Institute
in Los Angeles.
The group will be touring r.ationally after a brief break fol
lowing the current tour.
Independent from the start,
State of Mind has invested their
money as well as their time to
have total control over their
music.
When paying for studio time
in L.A. didn’t work out due to
poor quality recordings, Kroll
decided buying and learning
about the equipment was the
way to go.
“In a lot of ways we have^ al
most shunned (record) labels,” he
said. “We’ve always felt that if
you want the job done right you
have to do it yourself, so we
learned how to do it and we did
it.”
See BAND, page B4
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The band itse lf tunes up the
vocals to accompany 'I^ler in the
song “Blind M an,” and with its
excellent guitar rifTs and con
stant fast beat, it turns out a
high quality song.
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Sylvain Lafortune and Mia Babalis of the Lar Lubovitch Dance Company based in New York dance the "Fandango" /
Photo by Jack Mitchell

The words fluid, lyrical, ath
letic and passionate have all
been used to describe Lubovitch’s
work. Capíes said.
According to a press release,
Lubovitch uses both Eastern and
Western music in his dances
which incorporate the original
use of movement and space.
The New York-based company
has traveled throughout the
United States, Europe, Asia and
South America.
Every year the company
teaches dance, conducting infor
mal performances, workshops
and master classes across the
United States, according to the
release.
In addition to modem dance.
Capíes said, Lubovitch also
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The only melody that is not
first-rate on the album is “Walk
On Water” due to its slow beat
and boring lyrics. 'The song
“Deuces Are W ild” has a great
beat for good dancing m usic but
even after listen in g to it several
times, the lyrics m ake no sense.

TRAFFIC SCHOOL

For all Aerosm ith fans who
are also burping contestants,
there is a juicy burp after the
song “E at The Rich"” and al
though it is appropriate for the
lyrics of the song, it is disgust
ingly loud.

(805) 527-913 0

However, the singing is still
worth the bodily noises and two
bad songs out of 15 songs is a
good ratio for a CD. Unless you
have a deep-seeded hatred for
rock or long hair, “Big Ones” is
definitely a good buy.
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Lar Lubovitch Dance Company graces the Cal
original choreography

A modern dance troop known
for
the original choreography of
The best part of the new
the
director will grace the Cal
album “Big Ones” by Aerosmith
Poly Theatre stage next week.
IS all the money it will save you.
The Lar Lubovitch Dance
The CD features fifteen of the
Company
will perform Monday
hard-rock band’s best songs from
and
Tuesday.
\ts three latest albums: “Get A
Peter Wilt, program manager
Grip,” “Pump” and “Permanent
for Cal Poly Arts, said one of the
Vacation.”
highlights of the evening will be
Old songs like “Love In An a dance, “So In Love,” performed
Elevator” to some of the latest to the remakes of five Cole Porter
like “Cryin’ ” and “Crazy” are fea songs.
tured on “Big Ones” (properly
The remakes are by artists
named) so now Aerosmith lovers such as kd lang, Annie Lennox
can buy just that album instead and the Neville Brothers, Wilt
of the three old ones.
said.
The company will perform a
If you like the fast beat and variety of longer pieces, instead
hard rock that is characteristic of of the traditional shorter ones,
lead vocalist Steven Tyler and he said.
“The trend in dance com
his early songs, then this is a
needed addition to your musical panies nowadays, instead of per
forming a variety of short pieces,
collection.
IS to do one to three longer
The collector’s items include pieces,” Wilt said.
Maria Junco, assistant dance
“Janie’s Got A Gun.” It doesn’t
matter how many times you have professor at Cal Poly, said she
heard this song, the lyrics and had a good friend who danced
the musical beat spurs you to with the company and has seen
dance troop perform many
rock out and sing along for poor the
times.
Janie.
Junco called the performances
“wonderful.”
One of the craziest, scream“(The dances) have very fluid,
it-at-the-top-of-your-lungs songs flowing lines,” she said.
IS still “Dude (Looks Like A
The choreography is very
Lady).” The photo of the band musically-oriented, she said.
featured on the CD jacket makes
Junco said she has heard
you wonder which one of the Lubovitch’s style of dance called
band members the song was “music visualization.”
written about.
A c c o r d i n g to J u n c o ,
Lubovitch’s
dance style was in
The band’s most remarkable
fluenced
by
Jose Limón, one of
song is “What It Takes” and it
does take your breathe away. It the early pioneers of modern
is quite different from the nor dance.
Dick Capíes, executive direc
mal Aerosmith scream, rock and
tor
for the company, called
dance technique they have be
Lubovitch’s
choreography uni
come so famous for. This song
que.
has a mellow, soothing beat and
“(Lubovitch’s work) stands out
the lyrics are not only soft and
in
terms of a seamless combina
melodic, but they also convey a
tion
of ballet and modern dance
deep message.
movements,” he said.
“(Lubovitch) blends all types
“Angel” continues this mellow
rock tradition with a song full of of movement to come up with his
good guitar solos which is perfect own certain unique style,” Capíes
for a slow dance with that special said.
person.
These mellow songs surfaced
in the previous album, “Get A
Grip” and have been carried over
to “Big Ones.” This gives the CD
good variety so the listener
doesn’t have a headache from too
much hard rock, or stomach
cramps from too many love
songs.
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choreographs ice-dancing.
Lubovitch choreographed his
first ice show for Olympic gold
medalist John Curry about 15
years ago. Capíes said.
Since then, Lubovitch has
worked with Dorothy Hamill and
Peggy Fleming, among others.
His most recent ice-dancing
project. Capíes said, is an hourlong ice-dancing show to be
broadcast on A&E, a cable chan
nel.
A date has not been set for the
broadcast, he said.
The
ice-dancing
is
choreographed to a series of in
strumental pieces called “The
Planets,” by Gustav Holst. The
show is also called “The Planets.”
Capíes said the company is

•

going into its 27th year.
Lubovitch studied at The Juilliard School and danced with
other companies before founding
his own in the late 1960s in
order to choreograph, Capíes
said.
This is the third time the com
pany will perfomi at Cal Poly.

The perform an ce w ill be
h eld M onday a n d Tuesday,
Feb. 27-28, a t 8 p.nu in the C al
Poly Theatre. T ickets are $20
a n d $15 for the p u b lic a n d
$15 a n d $10 fo r students.
T ickets are sold a t the C al
Poly T heatre T icket Office or
by c a llin g 756-1421.

CO M PU TER FACTO RY

L a rg e st Com puter B u lle tin B oard
on C en tral Coast
11 gigs on line
1 1 phone lines
on line gomes
on line chat
Adulf Graphics

E-Mail Voice 995-0109 Atascadero 466-5242
SLO 528-4919 Santa Maria 929-2668

CAL POLY EMPLOYEES
A retirement plan to supplement SIRS or
PERS! Tax Shelter Annuities ore not all
the same. We've been helping people
save for retirement since 1971.
Call Now!
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MARDI GRAS: San Luis Obispo celebrates the tradition
From page B1

“Ain’t Misbeliavin’” is the
theme tor tlie 19E)5 Mardi (Iras
festivities wliich take over tlie
city KoE)ruary 25th.
The San Luis Obispo Mardi
(Iras IS orchestrated by the non
profit group, “The Mystic Krewe
of Karnival,” a group of dedi
cated volunteers.
“It’s one of the most authentic
o r g a n i z a t i o n s out s i de of
Louisiana,” according to Cal Poly
geography professor, George
Suchand, who, along with retired
architecture professor, Don
Koberg, co-founded the group in
1978.
Indeed, it’s also becoming one
of the largest and most wellknown “this side of the Missis
sippi,” said full-time volunteer,
Josef Kasparowitz.
Recently the San Luis Obispo
carnival was mentioned in an ar
ticle about the New Orleans fes
tivities in IJ.S. News and World
Report.
The fun begins at 10 a.m. with
“Mardi Gras on Garden Street”
when Mardi Gras King and
Queen, Kent and Diana Bittleston with daughter, Corina as
Pr i nc es s , i s s ue a Royal
Proclamation opening the day’s
festivities.
The Garden Street event is
designed to enhance public ap
preciation of Mardi Gras tradi
tions and will include authentic
food and entertainment as well
as a gumbo cook-off, a booth
decorating competition, and
jewelry, crafts, and face painting
booths. Dixieland jazz bands,
belly dancers, mimes, clowns and
jugglers will also fill the street.
A wide variety of Cajun foods
will be available including red
beans and rice, crawfish (flown in

from New Orleans), Cajun
sausage, shrimp, and mutfelatas
(a big meat sandwich topped
with an Italian olive salad).
Children can get into the act
too with their own costume con
test. Sign-ups are at 10:30 a.m.
At noon they may skip along be
hind a flute-weilding pied piper.
Free kazoos will be provided.
The Mardi Gras Parade, in
keeping with the playful attitude
of tlie event, begins promptly at
6:33 p.m. This year the parade
route has been expanded to in
clude three more blocks in order
“to help accommodate bigger and
bigger crowds,” said volunteer
and previous Mardi Gras queen,
Marcia McGee.
The parade route will start at
the Mission on Monterey Street,
travel north to Osos Street, go
right to Higuera, and turn right
again traveling south on
Higuera, ending at the Broad
Street intersection.
McGee adds that the San Luis
Obispo Mardi Gras is “one of the
few (parades) that throws
beads.” It’s very much “based on
New Orleans tradition.”
It is a tradition that can be
traced back to 1699 when
Frenchman Pierre le Moyne,
Sieur d’Iberville first claimed
New Orleans for France. Mindful
of the festivities he left behind,
Iberville named the spot where
he landed Mardi Gras Point.
Mardi Gras, which literally
means Fat Tuesday marks the
day before Lent, a traditional
Catholic holiday that prepares
for Easter.
For San Luis Obispo, the fes
tivities mark “the biggest event

XjOCilt ^ H tA o rs
A nvi (w ritten

a

in the county on a single day,”
according to Suchand.
Following the parade at 8 p.m.
is a gala costume ball held at the
San Luis Obispo Veterans Hall.
A Cajun-style banquet is in
cluded in the $25 ticket cost.
Live music will be provided by
The Nervis Brothers from
Louisiana and prizes will be
awarded for best costume.
It’s the costumes and theme of
the annual Mardi Gras that
“Statue of Liberty,” Sara Scott
finds so inviting. “It’s a more
unified, more artistic event than
just social,” she said. As a selfproclaimed costume-buff she said
she feels that having such a
“neat resource” as the costume
rental store. Costume Capers, in
San Luis Obispo only serves to
augment the festive attitude sur
rounding Mardi Gras here.
Traditionally, the most impor
tant element of the costume is
the mask. In addition to being
something fun to wear the mask
helps obscure the identity of the
wearer reducing the inhibitions
of wearer and viewer alike. In
New Orleans full face masks are
required by law for float riders —
there is a $300 fine for violators.
Masks, beads and other acces
sories will be available for pur
chase on Garden Street provided
by Costume Capers.

Other downtown businesses
also do well during the event.
Hudson’s Grill manager David
Katz notes that Mardi Gras
“pumps up our business” espe
cially on the evening of the
parade.
The parade, which will in
clude various groups from
around the county, including one
made up of attorneys and one
from our own KCPR, will also in
clude an exciting marching drill
team, the “Compton Sounders,”
who last year danced their way
through the parade two times,
according to McGee.
The parade will end with the
king and queen’s float. Queen
Diana Bittleston points out that
instead of the usual European
royalty regalia, she and her king
have opted for costumes more in
keeping with this year’s theme;
they and their entourage will
preside as a “band of gypsies”
complete with “dancing bears
and tambourines.”
I would not, however, spread
this privileged information
around, for, as the queen pointed
out to this reporter, “Don’t tell or
I’ll have to kill you.” Don’t worry
— just some secret Mardi Gras
stufT.

“Mardi Gras and Christmas
tie as the second largest holiday”
for the store following Halloween
only, according to co-owner Keith
Wetzel. They usual rent and sell
“more accessory-type items” for
this “great festive holiday,” Wet
zel said.

And as the parade ends, fall
in behind the king and queen
and dance around the parade
route; it’s called “Second Lining.”
And follow that old Mardi Gras
motto, “Laissez les bons temps
rouler — let the good times roll!”
F or fu r th e r in fo rm a tio n
c a ll the M ystic K rew e o f K a r
n iv a l a t 541-2183.
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"One 0)
the funniest
plays of the
year, as
well as one
of the
wisest and
most
moving."
Frank Rich
NY Times

The Fuzz
Acid Jazz $3
Check out our pool tables and shuffleboard
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FUCKNONALCOHOLICOHINK*

By
Scott
McPherson
Directed

By
Michael
Hofacre

At: The Forum- 751 Marsh Street SLO

Sat. 2/25

The Sw eet S p rin g s show is
F riday, Feb. 24 a t 11 p.m .
T ickets are $3.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY23
• The Graceful Punks play
U.U. Hour. No cover.
• SLO B rew presents
Trouser Ti'outs at 9:30 p.m. $2
cover.
• Guy Budd plays E arthling
Bookshop and Cafe at 8 p.m.
No cover.
• B oo Boo R e c o r d s
presents Lou Barlow of Sebadoh
at 4:30 p.m. No cover.
J ill’s N ight Out plays Osos

S treet Subs and P asta from 8
to 11 p.m. $2 cover.

• M other’s Tavern presents
Elmo Combo at 9 p.m. $3 cover.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24
• SLO Brew presents Spen
cer the Gardener at 9:30 p.m.
$3 cover.
• Stone Poets play Linnaea’s at 8 p.m. No cover.
• E ailh lin g Bookshop and
Cafe presents The Purple
Heart Mountain Band at 8 p.m.
No cover.
• The Bluesaholics play
Osos S treet Subs and Pasta
from 8 to 11 p.m. $1 cover.
• M other’s Tavern presents
Little Johnny and the Giants at
9 p.m. $3 cover.

• Skydogs play SLO Brew
at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
• E arthling Bookshop and
Cafe presents Bill Roalman at
8 p.m. No cover.
• Blue Belly plays Osos
S treet Subs and Pasta from 9
p.m. to 12 a.m. $1 cover.
• M other’s Tavern presents
Louie and the Wild Jalapeiios
at 9 p.m. No cover.

Written

February 10-26

Stale of Mind
Walk Yer Do^ma $3

They atso bought a 40-foot
TVailways bus and converted it
into a deluxe touring vehicle. It’s
equipped to house the band, and
will soon have a 24 track lull
digital studio on board.
Kroll said the mobile studio
will allow the band to take ad
vantage of their time on the
road.
“You’re right there playing in
front of new people every day,
and the energy that you get from
that is really what you want to
capture,” Ki'oll said.
After the San Luis Obispo
performance, the band will head
up the California coast to play in
San Francisco, Berkeley, Chico
and Areata before continuing on
to shows in Oregon.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25

• C o m p u te riz e d

•MI’MIM
TIII.ITHL
CHOU*

Sweet Springs Saloon

From page B2

Spring
Break
Are you doing
anything different,
exciting or fun for
Spring Break?

Curtain:
S C u r d o y a p l s ^ U l o le N i le )
sttctro l
S u n d o y .2 p .m .™ iin e e
siO -S lu d e n lA e n io rL h l.D .

ConmunityUtts

If so the Daily
wants to know.

2 for $16 - late Nite (11 p.m. curtoin)
Tickets:

Call (805) 546-4908 or at the SLO Chamber of Commerce

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cenlerpoint Tbeolre Group h o subsidory of the SLO County Arts Council

Contact Pam
at 756^ 1796
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Study sheds new light on theory
of formation of life on Earth
By Mokolin Ritter

The new work deals with a
substance called pantetheine.
n e w YORK — The begin
The researchers showed it
nings of life on Earth may have could form by an ordinary chemi
gotten some important help from cal reaction that could have oc
a substance that formed during curred frequently on the early
hot days at the beach.
Earth, without any need for life
The substance is used today forms to be present.
by some organisms to help link
The three chemicals that com
amino acids together into bine to make pantetheine also
proteins, and a new study sug would not need any help from
gests it existed on Earth even living organisms to form, the
before life began more than 3.5 researchers said.
billion years ago.
They could have been dis
That would make it available solved in ocean water and then
early enough that the very first become concentrated as water
organisms might have depended evaporated at places like beaches
on it to help create the basic and the edges of lagoons.
proteins needed for life, said re
The study showed the in
searcher Anthony Keefe.
gredients would combine to form
It even may have helped pantetheine when heated to 104
create those organisms by joining degrees Fahrenheit, a tempera
together simple molecules that ture that would have been com
were present in the environment, mon on the early Earth.
Once formed, the pantetheine
he said.
may have dissolved in ocean
The new work is presented in water and spread widely, Keefe
Thursday’s issue of the journal said.
Nature by Keefe, Gerald Newton
Even if pantetheine was not
and Stanley L. Miller, all of the important for making proteins in
University of California, San early life forms, it may have led
Diego. Miller is widely known for to creation of another candidate
a landmark 1953 experiment on for that role, called coenzyme A,
the origin of life.
Keefe said.
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Fat Itiesday is February 28.
Join the spirit! Wear a
costume or mask to school.

F u ll T im e S tu d e n ts ...C lie c k o u t
A Low Cost VISA* in Fowr Name!
P lu s a 1 % rebate!*"^

An ATM Card*
A Checking Account with no monthly
service charge & 1st box of checks FREE!
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852 Foothill Blvd.
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NCUA
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Family planning advocates get tips from Jane Fonda CDC W antS all p r e g n a n t
w om en tested for AIDS
called the birth-control
ment in the 1920s.
Fonda said she speaks from
her own lobbying experience,
which began in the early 1970s
when, as a nursing mother, she
protested against the Vietnam
War and pushed for women’s
rights.
“Hold your head up high,”
Fonda told the clinic workers and
public health activists as they set
off for meetings with lawmakers.
“Don’t be intimidated. Your taxes
pay their salaries.”

By Sandra Sobieraj
As^jcioted P iess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WASHINGTON — Bracing for
a clnlly reception from the new
Re publican-control led Congress,
family planning advocates are
heading to Capitol Hill bolstered
by lobbying tips from Jane
Fonda
In a Thursday morning speech
that was part marching orders
and part new age inspiration,
Fonda told 350 members of the
National Family Planning and
Reproductive Health Association
to “take deep breaths, be serene
but forceful and imagine that
And with that, the fight to
you’re drawing a little bit of Mar preserve the Title X family plan
garet Sanger’s spirit into your ning program began.
heart
Sanger founded Planned
Advocates are nervous that
Parenthood and what was then Republican welfare reform plans

will abolish Title X and lump
family planning funds into a
block grant given to the states
and spent at their discretion.
“If Title X isn’t kept as a
categorical program and suffi
ciently funded, it will undermine
th e v e r y t h i n g s
that
(Republicans) say they care
about — stronger families,
reduced unintended pregnancies
and healthy children,” said
Fonda.
Family planning services at
Title X clinics prevent 1.2 million
unintended pregnancies each
year and “for one in four
American women, subsidized
family planning is the only
health care they’ll get,” said
Fonda.

By Loaron Neergoord
Associated Piess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WASHINGTON — Doctors
should counsel every pregnant
woman — 4 million a year —
about AIDS and urge each to be
tested for the fatal virus so in
fected mothers can try to
protect their unborn children,
the government proposed Wed
nesday.
It’s a major investment to
catch the estimated 80,000
h e t e r o s e x u a l women of
childbearing age who have HIV,
some 7,000 of whom give birth
each year, the Centers for Dis
ease Control and Prevention

star Trek &
Gulliver’s Travels

I 'V '

Humanities 41 OX is a new
class which satisfies GEiStB
area C>.3, and meets this
Spring quarter on Tues. and
Thurs. from 12 to 1:30.
Values, Media and Culture
is concerned with the
relationshi}-* between great
hooks and popular entertain
ments, Star Trek and
G ulliver’s Travels, Melrose
Place and The Way of the
World, Seinfeld and
Generation X.
For more information:
RSimon, English dept. @
756-2596; RSimon on AIX;
or Humanities Program
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I ’heme Party Supplie.s
a t______________

Warehouse 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 5 3
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Much More!!!

Central Coast Craft & Par;^
The Party Store'
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acknowledged.
Doctors recently discovered
the drug AZT cuts by two-thirds
the chance a mother will infect
her unborn child. Thus CDC ar
gued, mass HIV testing should
pay for itself both by saving
babies’ lives and their medical
bills.
“We need to show this is cost
effective, and I think that will
not be difficult to do,” said
CDC’s Dr. Martha Rogers, al
though she couldn’t provide
specifics. CDC spends about $25
per HIV test.
The proposal is oper
public comment through A{
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Navy expected to be hit
hard by base closings
By John Diamond
Associated Piess

WASHINGTON — For the

“It is very painful,” Adm.
Jeremy Boorda, the chief of
naval operations said in an inter
view Wednesday. “You’re talking
about things you really don’t
want to close, but you can’t af
ford to keep.”
Booj-da said the recommenda
tion the Pentagon will make next
Tuesday won’t name as many
bases as in 1993, when the Navy
took the brunt of the cuts. But
one senior Pentagon official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said that in terms of
“greatest dollar value” of savings
to be gleaned, the Navy would
bear more in .this year’s closure
round than the other services.
The tension th a t always
precedes base closure announce
ments is particularly high this
year because top military offi
cials say they hope this will be
the last of four closure rounds
since 1988.
Lobbyists, lawmakers and
community activists are working
on the assumption that if they
can save a base this year, they
may save it for good. They also
know that once a base gets on
the closure list, it takes a
monumental effort to take it off.
“With a state like Virginia, we
are concerned, but we’re very
well organized and we think we
have valuable assets for the
Department of Defense,” said
Rep. Norman Sisisky, D-Va., a
senior member of the House Na
tional Security Committee.
The 'Tidewater area, including
portions of Sisisky’s district, is
home to one of the densest con
centrations of military power in
the world. It includes the Norfolk
Navy Base, home of the Atlantic
Fleet, Langley Air Force Base,
home of the Air Combat Com
mand, Norfolk Naval Shipyard
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Chief of naval operations
But the Norfolk area has left
nothing to chance, establishing
an elaborate ad hoc group of
businesses, retired military of
ficers, economists, politicians and
lobbyists to press the case for
saving these bases. Other
regions with high-profile military
bases have followed suit.
The Army has submitted a list
of 40 sites to be closed or cut
back. Gen. Gordon Sullivan, the
Army chief of staff, said more
facilities will be on the closure
list this year than in the 1993
round.
Sullivan, in an interview Wed
nesday, said the cuts, though
painful, would translate into
more money available for
weapons modernization and im
proved living conditions at bases
that remain open.
Defense Secretary William
Perry is expected to make the
closure list public next Tuesday.
It will then go to the Defense
Base Closure and Realignment
Commission. By July 1, a revised
list then goes to President Clin
ton and to Congress, where it
must be accepted or rejected in
its entirety.
In past years, the closure
recommendations have passed
easily.
The tightly held list won’t be
official until it’s released and is
subject to change until then.
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Friday, February 24, 1995
Red Lion Hotel
2050 Gateway Place, San Jose. California
9 am - 4 pm
Thunderbird Ballroom

Walk-in Registration: $20
♦CHINA ♦MONOKONO .JAPAN ♦KOREA .MAIAYSIA ♦PIOUPPtNVX .SINOAPORI';
♦TAIWAN ♦TMAn.ANU .VIETNAM
Sp»>ns!orcd by International Career Information, Inc.

f f i 1 800 859-8535
-

TRAINING

''You're talking about
things you really don't
w ant to close, but you
can't afford to keep."
Adm. Jeremy Boorda

I n .ie ir n .£ i,ilo n .c i.l
O

OFFI CERS'

and Little Creek Naval Am
phibious Base, among others.
Such concent r at i ons of
facilities are highly regarded by
the military. It is the relatively
isolated bases that have lost per
sonnel in recent years that are
considered ripe for closure.

second year in a row, the Navy
looms as the Pentagon’s biggest
ta rg e t in the annual round of
base closings — with thousands
of militai7 and civilian jobs at
stak e from Virginia to Hawaii.

A

RESERVE

-

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh
man or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
It takes to s u c c e e d in c o l l e g e
and beyond.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTETr COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.
Find out more. Contact Captain Spiridigiozzi
at Dexter Building #34, room 115 or call 756-7682.
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U.N. trucks loaded with supplies enter Bosnia’s war zone
By Liam McDowail
Associflted P i e s s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SARAJEVO, B osnia-H erzegovinan — U.N. trucks loaded
w i t h food c r o s s e d t h e
bureaucratic obstacles of Bos
nia’s war zone Wednesday to
reach thousands of hungry
civilians in the northwest, which
has been without regular sup
plies since May.
Aid workers said the 99-ton
shipment would i-un out before it
reached many of the neediest of
the area’s 180,000 people.
“These are very hungry
people, and though they are not
dying of hunger at the moment,
they will fall ill very soon,” said
Karen AbuZayd, the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees’ chief
of mission for Bosnia.

“The people, including our
staff, are eating cornmeal mixed
with water. That’s all they eat,"
she said from Zagreb, Croatia.
The food from Wednesday’s
convoy will be distributed to
hospitals and public kitchens in
the Bihac region, AbuZayd said.
There is not enough food to give
to individuals,
“The doctors at the Bihac
hospital are asking us to provide
more food so that the patients
can be fed at least twice a day.
^
with the limited number of
convoys coming into the pocket,
we simply cannot meet this re
quest at present,” said UNHCR
spokeswoman Alemka Lisinski.
“We need regular convoys, five
days a week, to meet the needs of
the people there.”

It seemed unlikely that Wed
nesday’s success in cracking the
stranglehold by Serb and rebel
Muslim forces was anything
more than a brief reprieve in the
longstanding practice of using
food supplies as a weapon.
The 10 trucks had been on the
road for several days, first seek
ing entry through territory con
trolled by Croatian Serbs and
then through land held by rebel
Muslim leader Fikret Abdic. It
was delayed by local officials who
refused to honor documents
granting access to the convoy.
“It is actually quite pathetic
that it takes three days to cover
the distance” of about 45 miles,
said Kris Janowski, a UNHCR
spokesman in Sarajevo.

T wq

U.N. convoy in Som alia
Associated Ptess

MOGADISHU, Somalia —
Just days before American sol
diers arrive to protect a U.N.
withdrawal, Somali gunmen am
bushed a U.N. convoy on Wed
nesday, killing two people.
Four others were injured, in
cluding a Canadian.
The gunmen abducted and
later released unhurt a Somali
official with the U.N. High Com
missioner for Refugees.
U.N. officials said Bill
Lindsay, a Canadian security of
ficial, suffered a minor wound in
one hand. Officials said Lindsay
was the only foreign worker for

ijSfe. FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
t l#
Danger Signals of Pinched Nerves.
^

^
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l/iiCn
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2241 Broad St. ■San Luis Obispo
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2.
3.
4.
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6.
7.

in ambush On
the U.N. Development Program
still in Somalia.
Somali gunmen in two pickup
trucks attacked the four-vehicle
convoy as it attempted to move
from the development program
building to the airport, which
was about half a mile away.
One Somali U.N. driver was
killed. Two other Somali
employees who were critically
wounded were flown to a hospital
where one later died, said U.N.
spokesman Fred Eckhard in New
York.
Two other Somali workers
suffered only minor injuries.

L E A R N A B O U T LAW SC H O O L

Admission Fair

Neck Pain or Stiffness
Low Back or Hip Pain
Frequent Headaches
Numbness in Hands or Feet
Nervousness
Arm and Shoulder Pain
Dizziness or Loss of Sleep

Friday, February 24
Location:

Time:

W H Y FREE? Thousands of area residenis have spine related
problems which usually respond to chiropractic care. This is
our way of encouraging you to find out if you have a problem
that could be helped by chiropractic care. It is also our way of
acquainting you with our staff and fascilities. Examination
includes a m inim um of 10 standard tests for evaluating the
spine. W hile we are accepting new patients, no one need feel
any obligations.

Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
Chumash Auditorium
(University Union)
11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Admission Free
No Registration Necessary
Participating ABA Approved Law Schools:

FREE

California Wcitem School o f Law
Golden Gate University o f I m w
Gonaga University o f Law
Lewis afid Clark School o f Law
Me George School o f Ijtw
Pepperdine University School o f Law
University o f San Diego School o f la w

P IC K -U P

Unsversuty o f San Francisco School o f Law
Santa Clara University School o f Law
Seattle University School o f la w
South Western University Scisool o f Law
Whittier College Scisool o f Law
Willamette University College o f la w

Questions can be directed to the Admissions Office @ California Western
(619) 525-1403 or 1-800-225-4252 xl4 0 3

D E L IW R Y
OIM
CAM PUS

EL C O R R A L

COMPUTER
SERVICE
CENTER
C A LL : 756-5327

•
•
•
•
•

B E S T D E L I S A N D W I C H IN S L O CO. 5 Y E A R S R U N N I N G I
D E L I T R A Y S A N D PARTY S U B S A V A IL A B L E
O V E R 1 6 5 IM P O R T E D A N D M IC R O B R E W E D B E E R S
6 D IF F E R E N T B E E R S ON TAP
B R O A S TE D C H IC K E N S P E C IA L S
W IT H M OJO POTATOES A N D R A N C H D R E S S IN G ' ~
• K E G S A L E S ( C A L L 5 4 3 * 8 6 8 4 FO R D E T A I L S )

Mustang Daily Coupons
BROWN BAG SPECIAL
Reg. sand., bag o f chips,
and a 6 9 ^ soda
(avocado & tri-tip excluded)

only$ 5 .5 0
11638 Osos St.»$an Luis Obispo, CA 93401 ‘ (eOS) 543-8684
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accuses five Americans of spying for CIA
meeting Wednesday with Bal
ladur.

oçiûiLTisji-------- -- -------------r -------------------- T

PARIS_France has accused
five Americans, including the
CIA station chief, of economic
and political spying and asked
them to leave the country, a rare
move that put the allies on a
diplomatic collision course Wed-

She was informed of the mat
ter Jan. 26 and was summoned
two weeks later by the Interior
Ministry when the embassy
failed to take action, the daily
newspaper Le Monde said.

The U.S. Embassy has been
notified “numerous times over
numerous weeks” th at the
Americans “were engaged in ac
tivities incompatible with the
status under which they reside
in France,” said a joint statement
by the Foreign and Interior mini
stries.

Washington, White House
spokesman Mike McCurry said
“it remains to be seen” whether
the Americans would leave. He
suggested disclosure of the affair
was linked to France’s presiden
tial campaign, in which a
wiretapping scandal has embar
The clandestine efforts went
rassed Premier Edouard Bal
beyond
the usual domain of in
ladur, the front-runner.
dustrial
spying, often centered
France is seeking the “very
on
the
defense
and aerospace inrapid” departure of the five, four
d
u
s
t
r
i
e
s
,
to
t a r g e t t he
of them diplomats. A fifth was a
non-diplomat who reportedly audiovisual and telecommunica
tions industries, Le Monde said.
worked under cover.
Two other U.S. Embassy The Americans made their way
employees i mp l i c a t e d in into Cabinet circles and paid offi
cials to obtain information, ac
espionage had been sent home
cording to the paper, which
earlier, officials said.
The U.S. Embassy refused all quoted extensively from Interior
comment. But in a demonstra Minister and counterintelligence
tion of the sensitive nature of the documents.
affair. Ambassador Pamela HarThe episode threatened to
rirnan held an unusual half-hour sour relations between the

French and Americans, who
could invoke the practice of
reciprocity to expel France’s top
agent in the United States — an
unprecedented move among al
lies.
Industrial espionage is not
uncommon but is usually
wrapped in discretion when un
covered, according J.A.C. Lewis,
a Paris-based specialist who
writes for intelligence publica
tions.
“The line in the sand is
money,” Lewis said. “It is not
considered to be quite the
gentleman’s game to corrupt
people and pay money. You dig
(the information) out yourself.”
Bahadur publicly played down
the affair.
“This kind of thing happens
regularly on one side of the At
lantic or the other,” he said, in
sisting the French and American
peoples and governments remain
friends.
The m inistries’ statem ent
stressed that the departure of
the Americans was a “recommen
dation ... that in no way con
stitutes an expulsion order.” It
said the affairs had not been
meant to become public.

At Spike's, we have many good beers from all over the world.
It's not like we have twelve thousand beers, but we do have
4 3 d ifferen t b ottled beers and another 1 7 HB®irc ®imttap.
I'hat's a big enough
variety to please
you and everyone
of your friends
(and if your in the
mood for something
different this is just
the place).
*

I

We also have a full menu every
| $ 1 .0 0 o ff B B Q Ribs
night o f the week here at Spike's.
■
or Potato Skins
In fact, we'll even give you $ 1.00 off !
an order o f BBQ Ribs or Potato
Skins for a limited time.
'

Let me work with you through the end of the quarter to MAXIMIZE YOUR RESULTS!
Sue Davidson, PHD Educational Psychology 544-6793
"Student Learning Skills is my Specialty"____________________
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Artists Wanted

AOn

HELP

NEW BAGEL & COFFEE HOUSE WANTS
TO ALLOW YOU TO DISPLAY/SELL
YOUR BLACK & W HITE ARTW ORK
CALL 783-0240 ASK FOR DORON

SPRING RUSH APRIL 4,5,6
GET EXCITED!!!

PLANT A TREE

It’s Here
MR. FRATERNITY

STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES’
ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL
NEAR MADONNA RD SAT 18TH & 25TH
9AM-NOON FOR SIGNUP DETAILS
CALL SHAWNE O 549-8703

BIKE FIX and
BIKE AUCTION

March 1st 6pm
at the Graduate
Tickets on Sale in the U.U.

SPIRITUAL
JOURNEY

Thurs. Feb 23 U.U. rain cancels
10AM-2PM (auction 11 AM-12Noon)
only $5.00

DON’T

Greek News

’^ C am p u s Clubs

wCI>4

NOMINATE

Irxtlviduals arxt Groups
lor the President's Award tor
COMMUNITY SERVICE
forms In UU 217-Due March 1

OKA

Congratulate the

CASH PAID FOR USED CD S,TAPES,4
LP S CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS 563 HIGUERA NEW RELEASE
C D ’S ONLY $12.98 OPEN M-SAT TO 9

OKA

Send out a huge thank you to
the ladies of

AXQ

CLASS OF 91-92 REUNION
3/11/95 12PM-4PM FOOD 4 FUN
POTLUCK BBQ O CUESTA PARK
CALL MONICA TO RSVP 594-2804

^

Lost & Found
Lost cockatiel 1/31 If found
Please call 547-9456

GIVE LIFE.
GIVE BLOOD.

Greek
News^
-«A

Services

KA©

543-4290

WELCOMES IT’S
NEW MEMBERS

""a t o u r f i n g e r t ip s s e c r e t a r i a l
SCHOOL PAPERS 4 RESUMES 4 MORE
PICK UP/DELIVERY AVAIL 4663337

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

Instruction 4 Training
4-Week Course
PLAY THERAPY CLINIC 549-9600

Spring Rush
April 1-2
lQO\i ^T HOW PE0PV£
PoRTI^MtO IN C0M\C 5T1?iP5
m . WOMEN
iNDECiSWE
WWNtkS, NAGGiHG
SHREWS,
B1M0OS.

MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

m THE MEN ARE NO BETTER.
THETRE BEEUDDLEO MORONS,
HEAVY DRINKERS, GLUTTONS,
and LATY GOOE Off S '
EVERYONE \S \NC0MPETEKT,
I vjnappreoated, and
I
UNSUCCESSEUL !
1

T

'/ wfea!

PLAY THERAPY

AO

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY
AT 11:00 AM.

16

Math tutor PhD all 100-500 level
courses 528-0625

Gel excited for the EXCHANGE
Friday Nighlll

fM -

ñ

Miscellaneous

The Gentlemen of

TRINITY HALL

Tri-Counlies Blood Bank

PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176

Pi

on a very special thursday
night exchange

Cal Poly Febmary Blood Drives
Call to schedule your
donation appointment

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

CASH FOR COM ICS 4 GAMING ITEMS
NEW COMICS THURSDAY MORNINGS!
NEW GAMES WEEKLY. THE SUB COMICS
GAMES 4 POSTERS 785 MARSH 541-3735

Class on their pinning
le TOP
Welcome to the

SUNDAY COFFEE CLUB
Join us every Sunday 6 -1 1pm at
the UCC for coffee arxf study
-we are a unique alternative to
the Ibrary. Located behind
Health Center. Parking. 544-3710

FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
billion in private sector grants
& schoairships is now available.
All students are eligible
regardless of grades, Income, or
parent's income. Let us help.
Call student Financial Services
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60051

Services

The Brothers of

Feb 25 1995 8;30am-5pm $5
Join us for a spiritual walk in
the hills near Mission San
Antonio. Call the UCC for info
and sigrvup 544-3710

forget”

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 7 5 6-11 43

Opportunities
Iff CAUTION If!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000 GRANTS
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENT, EVER.
QUALIFY IM MEDIATELY. 18002432435
CASH FOR COLLEGE.900,000 GRANTS
AVAIL. No repayment - EVER!
Qualify knmed. 1(800)243-2435
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE $500 IN 5
DAYS-GREE KS .GROUPS.CLUBS
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS FAST.
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800)775-3851 EXT.33
Summer CAMP Counselors-HIGH
Sierras CO-ED NO. OF LAKE TAHOE
Great JOB FOR APP. BOB Stein PO
BOX 519 Portola CA 96122
(FAX)-(916) 832-4834

Homes for Saie
FREE LIST of all HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson***543-8370*“

WHAT KIND OT INS\D\0US SOGAV YES, WE ALL KNOW HOW VUNNY
GOOD ROLE models ARE
PRO<SRAMM\NG IS THIS
NO
WONDER THE WORLDS ^CH A
AND LOOK,
MESS.' I demand politically
CORRECT, MORAIIY UPLIETTNG
ALL THE KIDS
o X' ' '
ARE OBNOYIOUS
ROLE MCDELS IN THE TUNNIES
BRATS.'

Employment
$1750 weekly possbie mailing
our circulars. Info 202-298-1057
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- fishing
industry.Earn up to $3,00-$6,004^
month 4 benefits. Male/Female No
experience necessary
(206)545-4155 ext A60052
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up to
$2,0004/month World Travel.
Seasonal4f ull-time positions.No
exp necessary For into call
1-206-634-0468 exi C60053
Get a summer job before Spring
Break! Roughing It Day Camp
Tradit lonal outdoor camp
committed to helpirrg ALL children
grow in self-esteem. Hiring full
season: Group counsleors;
instructors:horseback riding
swim/tish/row/canoe/sports/
crallsZ-Adventure. Refs^xper/
Excel DMV 510-283-3795.
IMMEDIATE POSITION AVAILABLE FOR
STUDENTS TO SERVE AS RESIDENT
ASSTS AT STUDENT APT COMPLEX
APPLICANTS NEED TO BE
RESPONSIBLE,MATURE,AND ABLE
TO WORK WITH PROFESSIONAL
MANAGEMENT TEAM DUTIES WILL
INCLUDE SECURITY,PROPERTY.
INSPECTIONS.LIGHT
MAINTENANCE AND TENANT
ASSISTANCE SALARY PLUS
DISCOUNTED RENT PLEASE SEND
RESUME WITH ADDRESS AND PHONE
TO RESIDENT ASSTS POSITION,
PO BOX 13359.SAN LUIS OBISPO,
CA 93405
STUDENT OFFICE ASS T POSITIONIMMEDIATE OPENING MUST BE
ORGANIZED AND POSSESSS EXCEL
LENT
CLERICAL AND COMPUTER SKILLS IN
EXCEL.WORDPERFECT 4 W ORD. 1520 HRS/WK THRU END OF SUMMER,
$5/HR. CONFERENCE SVCS X7600.
BRANCH MGR POS AVBL. SEEK LDRS“
ALL MAJORS PAID TRNG AVG SUMMER
EAR $10,000 COMPLT 20-40 EXTR
HOME PNT PROJ W/THE 6-10 PNTRS U
EMP 4 MANAGE FOR MORE INFO ABT
THIS EXCITING BSS/MGMNT OPPT
CALL 800 400 9332 S*A‘ P

For Sale
10 2400 Baud Modems IBM
ALL NEW $20/25 Installed
call 541-6325

Roommates
1-1/2 wks rent free! Own bdrm in
duplex on Garden St. $313 month
41/2 utilities Call 594-0718
IN NEED OF FEMALE ROMMATE!!
TO SHARE ROOM IN 2 BDRM
2 BATH APT. FIVE MIN WALK TO POLY
$200/MO TRASH 4 WATER PAID
YOU LL SHARE APT WITH THREE
COOL GIRLS. CALL AUDREY 541-2855

M U ST A N G DAILY
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SL RM’A': Many have used fake IDs to get into bars; others have driven home after drinking
From page 1

Ol' tliot number UU>, or 71.6
percent. go to bars.
“I'd like to see more bars Fiecause 1 like vanety," said biologi
cal sciences senior Michelle Ar
royo. “We need more to do here.
In big cities there are more op
portunities and entertainment.”
St udent s complained of
cramped quarters, long lines,
hick of dance clubs, high prices
and a general need for more
bars.
Some students suggested
VN.i)s of improving the local bar
scene. “We need a wine bar with
mu.'ic and overstuffed furniture
to promote conversation and a
place to meet new people,” said
psychology sophomore Rebecca
Berkebile.
Still, many acknowledge that
the bars provide entertainment
and a place to socialize. And Cal
Poly students do have their
favorites.
S L O Brewing Company
ranked as the favorite bar in San
Luis Obispo for its atmosphere,
bands and pool facilities.
Mother’s Tavern followed by
ranking second and Tortilla Pdats
came in as third.
The survey also showed that
socializing topped the list of
reasons for bar-hopping — drink
ing ranked second.
And not everybody empties
their wallets when they go to
bars. Forty percent of surveys
answered said students spend
less than $10 a night, 81 percent
of which were females. The other
GO percent spend between $10 to
$50 a night.
Nor do all bar-goers drink al
coholic beverages, which poses a
problem for this minority. The
survey revealed that one-third of
those who choose not to consume

slap their fingers, take their licenses and identification are on
alcohol at the bars feel pressure
I.D.s and paste them on the the hard plastic,” Bridges said.
from their peers to drink.
wall.”
Of those who do choose to
Bar owners can face conse
Minors don’t only face the pos quences of selling to minors as
drink in downtown bars, most
get home via a designated driver sibility of getting caught in a bar, well.
I.D. taken, they could also be
or walk. However, the surveys
“We issue citations to bar
charged with a misdemeanor and owners who allow minors to
showed that 14.5 percent take
fined $1,000, according to Barry drink in their establishments,”
the risk of driving themselves
Bridges of the Arroyo Grande said Alcohol and Beverage Con
home after drinking.
A few said they preferred this Police Department. Not to men trol (ABC) Investigator John
tion, the Department of Motor Lichty.
risk to that of leaving their cars
If they are convicted, the ABC
downtown overnight. “If you Vehicles also has the right to
suspend
a
minor’s
license
for
up
issues a warning, imposes a fine
leave your car downtown you’ll
to six months.
on the bar owner or suspends
get a ticket, so I sometimes dnve
Although several students use their liquor license, he said.
to avoid a ticket,” said English
fake I.D.s, Bridges said new
graduate student Enn Ruston.
technology is making it more dif
The survey suggests that the
•
Journalism
students
risk of driving may be con ficult to falsify driver’s licenses M i c h e l l e C a s t i l l o , H e a t h e r
siderable. Thirty-three percent of and other forms of identification.
M cL a u g h lin , L eslie M iya m o to
“False I.D.s are getting less a n d Dale M yers contributed to
those surveyed consume between
3 to 4 drinks each sitting at (prevalent) now that driver’s th is report
downtown bars. Forty percent
said they consume between 5 to
C A L P O L Y D R IN K IN G S U R V E Y
10 drinks per sitting.
These results appear to agree
with a survey of two-and fourI 232 Cal Poly students responded to this informal survey
year universities. The poll con
ducted by the U.S. Department
of Education indicated that the
P ercentage o f stu d en ts who go
average Cal Poly student con
71.6%
to bars
sumed about 4.1 drinks a sitting,
slightly less than the 5.5 drinks
consumed by other West Coast
P ercentage o f stu d en ts who^
students.
14.5%
In addition, not surprisingly,
d rive a fte r drinking
several students who drink al
cohol at the bars do so illegally.
P’lfteen percent of those surveyed
Percentage o f stu d en ts who
use a falsified identification to
40%
h ave m ore th an five drinks in
purchase drinks.
“It’s pretty easy to get into
one night
places (in San Luis Obispo) with
a fake I.D.,” said business
sophomore Anne Cronin.
P ercentage o f stu d en ts who
In the survey. Bull’s Tavern
15%
was rated among the easiest to
use false ID to get in to bars
get into with a fake I.D.
“I am astounded,” said Dan
SLO
Conners, owner of Bull’s Tavern.
F avorite bar
BREW
“We get more than our share.
When we spot the (fake I.D.s), I

M I» > t .
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Daily graphic by Franco Castaldini
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SIGMA PI
(Forestry ffonor Society)
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C O L L liG E O F L A W
Quality Le^al FJucation

JANET COBB from the CALIFORNIA OAK FOUNDATION
She will be discussing future careers available to all interested
in Natural Resource Management

Friday, Feb. 24, 1995
The Sandwich Plant at Cal Poly
8 PM
________________ Non-members ore welcome to attend.

Are you ready for law school?

INFORMATION SEMINAR
& SAMPLE LAW CLASS
San Fernando VaUey Campus
Saturday: March 4, ¡995
A April 8, 1995
9:30 a.m. - Noon

FOK KEGLS^rRAl iON;
St*nd yotir name, address, and telephone #
(& indicate which scinijiar you wish to a tle n j) to:

University of I>a Verne
College of

5445 Balboa Blvd.
Kneino, CA 91316
Tel. (XI8) 981 4529
SPACK IS LLMITF.D

ENIVRPRISE:

THE ENTERPRISE TEAM,
invites you to visit us at the "CAREER SYMPO
SIUM". We have opportunities for sraduatins Seniors
w ho are sales oriented and self motivated and want a
career In manasement. Juniors are also w elcom e to
explore an excelleht opportunity for summer internship
prosrams. If you are enthusiastic, p e o p le -o rie n te d ,
have participated in team sports or held leadership
positions in collese activities, please stop by our table
and learn how ENTERPRISE can jump-start your career!

EVEN TS W ILL BE HELD IN THE

CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
Thursday, February 23rd, 10:00am-3;00pm
Meet with Representatives from the Bay Area,
Southern California and Northern California.
WE LOOK f o r w a r d TO SEEING YOU THEREI

Clinton makes his first
state visit to Canada
By Jeffrey Ulbrith
Associoied Piess _ _

OTTAWA — President Bill
Clinton comes to Canada
Thursday to massage a relation
ship that by all accounts doesn’t
really need it.
“I think we have very good
relations," Prime Minister Jean
Chretien said during an inter
view in his wood-paneled Parlia
ment Hill office.
“I would say relations have
never been better,” U.S, Ambas
sador James Blanchard gushed
before a crackling fire in his Em
bassy office, across the street.
Sure, there is the occasional
tiff over softwood lumber, or
wheat exports, or some cultural
things like direct television
broadcasting. Pacific salmon fish
ing causes a sporadic wave. Only
to be expected when you have
nearly $255 billion in trade.
Nothing to worry about, really.
Then there’s that little meet
ing between Clinton and Lucien
Bouchard that folks don’t want
to publish on the official
schedule, or allow anybody to
photograph, or let any reporters
within shouting distance.
Bouchard is the leader of the
Qu e b e c s e p a r a t i s t Bloc
Québécois. His party is the offi
cial opposition in the Canadian
House of Commons, and as op
position leader, he asked to see
the president. It was kind of
hard to say no. On the other
hand, Washington doesn’t want
to be seen aiding or abetting the
Quebec independence movement.
Also, that pesky right-wing
bunch from out West, the Refonn
Party. They’ve got a large block
of seats in Parliament, too, and
Reform Party leader Preston
Manning also would like to see
Clinton. That’s less troublesome.
At least these guys don’t want to
break up the country. Give them
a few minutes, too. But skip the
photo op. Can’t give them a bet
ter shake than the separatists.
Chretien, 61, who became
prime minister 15 months ago, is
a different sort from the
baritone-voiced goodfellow Brian
Mulroney, the ebullient Conser
vative who sang “When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling” with Ronald
Reagan and snagged fish with
George Bush in Kennebunkpnrt,
Maine.
Mulroney felt being pals with
the Americans equaled having
good relations. But many
Canadians just thought he was
fawning over Washington and
getting little in return, Chretien
says that being chummy isn’t his
style. Canada-U.S. relations, he
says, need to be more
businesslike.
“My personal relations with
the president are very good,” the
prime m inister said. “B ut I look
at him as president of the United
States and I think he looks at me
as prime m inister of Canada. My
view is that personal relations
should not get in betw een rela
tions betw een two nations."
Blanchard said the differences
are clear.

“I think it is fair to say that
the prime minister has worked
very hard to cultivate a different
style than his predecessor. I
must also say President Clinton
has cultivated a different style
than his predecessors. I think
this relationship is based more
on mutual self-interest and
mutual respect and shared
values more than socializing
together.”
Chretien has already met
Clinton seven times, and they
consult frequently on the
telephone, so this 29-hour visit i.s
not just a get-acquainted session.
There are always problems,
Chretien notes. How can you not
have problems when Canada is
the United States’ single largest
trading partner?

